
 

Company Profile 

Founded in October 2015, iCarbonX aims to build an ecosystem of digital life based on a 

combination of an individual’s biological, behavioral and psychological data, the Internet and 

artificial intelligence. 

The management team has deep experience in omics technology, mobile health, medical service, 

biological data analysis, artificial intelligence and data mining, etc. Based on a growing digital life 

network, together with the world's leading partners, we plan to interpret and study your digital life 

to provide personalized products and services for a healthier and better life. 

 

 

Main business 

Based on the world’s most professional and exponentially increasing holographic health data, we 

will provide individualized health analysis and prediction of health index through the most 

advanced data mining and machine analysis technologies. Together with the world's leading 

partners, we plan to observe, study, guide and take care of one’s health from the beginning of one’s 

life. Multiple companies have established collaboration and/or cooperation with us, including 

research institutions, pharmaceutical factories, medical examination centers, hospitals, insurance 

companies and health management companies, etc. 

 

Core Competence 

As the first and most comprehensive collection platform of health data from millions of individuals, 

we’ve combined the best minds in biotechnology and artificial intelligence to bring a new 

understanding to health, disease and aging. With the continuous evolution and optimization of 

iCarbonX’s knowledge base, the computation methodology will create the first intelligent digital 

guide, providing a personalized health management system which presents recommendations, 

both small and large, for a healthier life. 

 

Official Website 

www.icarbonx.com 

  



Position Title: Software Developer 

Position Location: Shenzhen, China 

Head Counts: 5 

 

iCarbonX develops advanced science and computational technologies to improve personalized 

healthcare. We are looking for talented experienced / graduates /excelling students of Computer 

Science. 

Requirements: 

1. Ability to develop complex software and implement complicated algorithms very quickly in large 

scale and high stability. 

2. Passionate about working in a dynamic and innovative environment while supplying creative 

ideas to new technological challenges. 

3. Algorithmic knowledge of machine learning is an advantage. Background in biology or medicine 

is an advantage. 

4. Excellent written and verbal communication skills in both Mandarin and English. 

 

Our environment include development in C++/Python in following fields and disciplines: 

 Image analysis. 

 Machine/deep learning in a big data and cloud computing environment. 

 Natural Language Processing 

 Large scale distributed computing 

iCarbonX aims at building an ecosystem of digital life based on a combination of individual’s 

biological, behavioral and psychological data, Internet connectivity and artificial intelligence. The 

individual health steward, created by the joint efforts of the top biotechnology and artificial 

intelligence teams, will guide a healthy life through the digital life ecosystem. iCarbonX will create 

the first and also the most professional data collection platform of life- time data from millions of 

individuals in China, USA and Europe, combine the best biotechnology and artificial intelligence 

teams, and integrate the advantages of artificial intelligence into big data analyses and applications 

of human’s life data. iCarbonX-Israel leads the company’s computational biology and AI activities 

worldwide, working with some of the best teams in China and the USA. 

  



Position Title: AI Research Engineer 

Position Location: Shenzhen, China 

Head Counts:  

 

iCarbonX develops advanced science and computational technologies to improve personalized 

healthcare. We are looking for talented experienced / graduates / excelling students of Computer 

Science, Mathematics, Physics or related technical fields. 

Requirements: 

1. Ability to develop complex software and sophisticated algorithms very quickly. 

2. Ability to develop novel approaches and apply tools and disciplines from different fields to 

address computational healthcare challenges. Combining insights from math and computer 

science as well as health, biology. 

3. Comprehensive algorithmic knowledge of machine learning is an advantage. Background in 

biology or medicine is an advantage; willingness to learn specific topics from those disciplines is a 

must 

4. Excellent written and verbal communication skills in both Mandarin and English. 

 

Our environment include development in C++/Matlab/Python in following fields and disciplines: 

 Image analysis and object recognition. 

 Machine/deep learning in a big data and cloud computing environment. 

 Natural Language Processing 

iCarbonX aims at building an ecosystem of digital life based on a combination of individual’s 

biological, behavioral and psychological data, Internet connectivity and artificial intelligence. The 

individual health steward, created by the joint efforts of the top biotechnology and artificial 

intelligence teams, will guide a healthy life through the digital life ecosystem. iCarbonX will create 

the first and also the most professional data collection platform of life- time data from millions of 

individuals in China, USA and Europe, combine the best biotechnology and artificial intelligence 

teams, and integrate the advantages of artificial intelligence into big data analyses and applications 

of human’s life data. iCarbonX-Israel leads the company’s computational biology and AI activities 

worldwide, working with some of the best teams in China and the USA. 

  



Position Title: NLP Engineer 

Position Location: Shenzhen, China 

Head Counts: 5 

 

iCarbonX is looking for passionate, talented, and inventive information retrieval and natural 

language processing (NLP) engineers with strong machine learning background to help build 

industry-leading language and speech technology. Our mission is to design and upgrade question-

answering systems in order to provide the best-possible experience for our customers and 

meanwhile to collect large-scale well-tagged dialogs for model training. 

 

Basic Qualifications 

Graduate degree (MS or PhD) in Computer Sciences, Electrical Engineering, or Mathematics with 

specialization in natural language processing, speech recognition, information retrieval, machine 

learning or related fields. Familiar with programming languages such as C/C++, Java, Python, or 

Perl. Degree requirement is waived for outstanding candidates with strong technical background. 

 

Preferred Qualifications 

• PhD with a focus in NLP, signal processing, speech recognition, text mining, machine learning, 

or a related field highly desired 

• Project management experience desired for working on cross-functional projects 

• Software development experience 

• Comprehensive algorithmic knowledge of machine learning and symbol sequence processing 

• Exposure to scripting languages, relational databases and Linux 

• Experience working effectively with software engineering teams 

• Excellent written and verbal communication skills, a plus if bilingual in Mandarin and English 

• Strong interest in the field of health, biology, and medicine 

 

As an NLP engineer, you will work with talented peers to apply state-of-the-art algorithms and 

modeling techniques to the challenges existing in online customer service systems. Your work will 

directly impact our customers in the form of products and services that rely on the human 

computer interaction making use of language technology. This involves bleeding edge machine 

learning and statistical pattern recognition on large text corpora and dialogs, as well as the use of 

natural-language processing in software, including design, implementation, algorithms, 

correctness, user experience, and performance. You will leverage iCarbonX’s heterogeneous data 

sources and large-scale computing resources to accelerate advances in natural language 

understanding and generation. 

You will work abroad with iCarbonX’s Israel team for about 6 months after 3 months of orientation 

in China. After that you will resume to work in China while collaborate closely with our Israel team. 


